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May 28, 2017. Why not finish up an email with a funny signature? Try one of. Finding a humorous
closing salutation that defines "you" is easy as pie.. More Funny Ways to End a Letter or Email!
Jul 1, 2010. With Heartfelt Thanks,. Funny: Peace, love and pogo sticks (or whatever else

peace,. . Words aren't enough,. I have searched for better letter closings on more than one
occasion!
How to End a Letter . So you've written your letter, but how do you finish it? There are lots of
ways to end a letter, depending on the type of letter you are writing.
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May 28, 2017. Why not finish up an email with a funny signature? Try one of. Finding a humorous
closing salutation that defines "you" is easy as pie.. More Funny Ways to End a Letter or Email!
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